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Abstract—Thhe aim of thiss paper is to explore the ecconomic
cirrcumstances inn which the seelective credit policy, the leaast used
innstrument of fouur types of insttruments on dissposal to centraal banks,
sh
hould be used. The most signnificant exampple includes thee use of
seelective credit policies
p
in respponse to the em
mergence of the global
finnancial crisis byy the FED. Speecifics of the pootential use of selective
s
crredit policies as
a the instigatoor of economicc growth in Crroatia, a
sm
mall open econoomy, are determ
mined by high euroization
e
of financial
f
sy
ystem, fixed exxchange rate annd long-term treend growth of external
deebt that is relatted to the needd to maintain high levels off foreign
reserves. In suchh conditions, the
t classic forrms of selectivve credit
poolicies are unsuitable for thhe introductionn. Several altternative
appproaches to im
mplement selecctive credit pollicies are exam
mined in
this paper. Also
o, thorough analysis
a
of disstribution of selective
s
s
in Croatia is
monetary policyy loans amonng economic sectors
coonducted in orrder to minimiize the risk of investing funnds and
maximize the retuurn, in order to influence the GDP
G
growth.
Keywords—Global
G
crisis, Selective creddit policy, Smaall open
ecconomy.

S

I. INTRODUCTION

ELECTIVE
E credit policyy, along with financial opeerations
on the open
o
market, discount rates and reserve
reequirements raatio, representts one of the fo
our main instrruments
byy which the central bank im
mplements obj
bjectives of monetary
poolicy. Listed instruments,
i
ddue to the freqquency of usee, often
geeneralize the concept of thhe conventionnal monetary policy.
Thhe main purppose of selecttive credit pollicy, in termss of the
innability to usee conventionall instruments of monetary policy,
is redistributionn of loans from
m the primaryy emission to selected
s
nks and econoomic sectors with
w the intenntion of
coommercial ban
prromoting reco
onstruction and
a
developm
ment of an area,
a
or
reealization of soome other objective of the economic
e
poliicy.
With the app
pearance of thhe world econoomic crisis, seelective
m
monetary
policcy became a nnecessary tool of encouragging the
reecovery of both developed and developiing countries,, where
thhe final objecttive was, and still is, the reccovery and reeturning
off the original role
r of the finaancial systems.
Generally sppeaking, selecctive credit policy
p
is that policy
w
which
has direcct influence onn price and avvailability of external
e
finnancing for banks, househoolds and non--banking institutions.
Thhese sources of financinng may occu
ur in the forrms of
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inccreased liquiddity of the fiinancial systeem from the central
baank; approved loans, and buuying and sellling of securiities or
ncing is higheer than
stoocks. Usually,, the price of external finan
shoort-term inter-bank interestt rates, on wh
hich monetary policy
rellies heavily, and
a in that way the centrall bank can deecrease
thee difference between
b
exterrnal financing
g and the imp
pact on
assset prices andd cash flows oof the econom
my. These meeasures
haave an impact on financing conditions, soo their form must
m be
addapted to the structure
s
of thee economy, esspecially to thhe cash
floow structure.
f
crisis and
With the apppearance of the world financial
nuumerous studiees on this toppic, the variou
us divisions of types
annd effects of measures of implementiing selective credit
poolicy also apppeared. Althoough many of
o these are called
meeasures, they often refer too the action an
nd desired eff
ffect on
thee financial syystem. For exxample, [1] states selectivee credit
poolicy changes the compositiion and size of
o the central bank`s
baalance sheet, as
a well as the length of time holding certain
t
of
typpes of propertty, not necesssarily coincidiing with the term
maaturity of seecurities. Acccording to [1],
[
unconvenntional
moonetary policcy includes increasing th
he liquidity of the
finnancial system
m, buying long-term govern
nment bonds by the
cenntral bank, buying privatee sector securrities by the central
baank and curreency exchangge arrangemen
nts between central
baanks. Althoughh this is correct, the divisio
on reflects the extent
i
oof the unconnventional moonetary
to which the instruments
dy, the
poolicy are used. Therefore, ffor the purposse of this stud
divvision of quaantitative easinng and creditt easing (som
metimes
quualitative easinng) is accepteed. The divisiion is the cloosest to
thee one by [2] who divides selective creedit policy based on
commitment efffect, quantitatiive easing and
d credit easingg.

CB and BOJ, peeriod
Fig. 1 Balance sheet assets off FED, BOE, EC
20077-2009 [3]

Instruments of
o the unconvventional mon
netary policy can be
uments. In orrder to
described as roough, rule-of--thumb instru
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achieve a substantial impact on the financial system, the needs
for funds are great and it is most obvious in changes of the
central banks’ balance sheet, shown in Fig. 1. It is evident that
in the two-year period of the implementation of the
unconventional monetary policy there has been a significant
increase in the balance sheet, where the assets of all banks
were the largest in the last quarter of 2008. In that period, the
balance sheet of the Bank of England has increased 2.5 times
and the balance sheet of the FED 1.5 times. Smaller increases
are recorded among the ECB, with an increase of 50%, and the
central bank of Japan, whose balance sheet increased by
approximately 30%.
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II. SELECTIVE CREDIT POLICY IN THE U.S. AS A RESPONSE TO
THE WORLD FINANCIAL CRISIS
The recession that has gripped the U.S. with appearance of
the global crisis, by its scale, is equal to the recession in the
thirties of the twentieth century. The liberalized financial
system has proved inadequate for self-recovery in the
recession that has occurred, with falling equity markets and
transmission mechanism which seemed unstoppable. In such
economic conditions, the FED implemented drastic measures
in the form of introducing the selective credit policies. The
bubble of the real estate market soon became a financial
bubble by increasing approved loans. Looking for an extra
income and with little oversight of financial institutions and
their operations, loans were approved with reduced attention
to the creditworthiness of borrowers because it was still
expected for prices of real estate to grow. In early 2007, the
bubble burst as a result of the increase in non-repayment and
falling of HPI index. Instruments related to real estate, such as
MBS's and ABS, lost value, so the investors withdrew from
the market and the banks stopped approving loans. The crisis
further deepened in September 2008, when the losses and
irregularities in the operation of many financial institutions
were discovered. Investors were, at that point, losing
confidence in the market and stock prices were falling.
Uncertainty in imminent recovery further reduced the
efficiency of the transmission mechanism and the size of the
U.S. economy caused the occurrence of global crisis [4].
In the second half of 2009the U.S. unemployment rate
reached 10%. The committee argued that the recession
officially began in December 2007 [5]. The emergence of the
financial crisis has introduced selective credit policies in the
U.S. The FED has never officially announced the
implementation of the policy or explicitly set a date for its
implementation. Also, it has not changed the operating target
from the overnight interest rates to targeting reserves. On the
occurrence of the crisis in the middle of 2007, the FED
responded by reducing the overnight interest rate overnight by
50 base points in September of that year. As the economy
weakened further, the FED continued to reduce the interest
rate that was, until spring of 2008, decreased by a total of 325
points. Due to the strengthening of the crisis, reduction in
interest rates continued - in October 2008 the decrease was
100 points. In December of the same year, it was decided to
target an increase in interest rates overnight of 25 base points.
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Low interest rates and reduced efficiency of the
transmission channel were directing the FED towards nonconventional instruments. Reducing interest rates carried the
risk of high inflation. The fear of inflation, which reached its
peak in the middle of 2008, was largely based on the rapid rise
in oil prices. The inflation expectations were based upon the
growing demand for raw materials in countries with high
economic growth, which was reduced as the crisis proceeded
and the threat disappeared.
Ben Bernanke [6], in response to the emergence of the
crisis, divided FED instruments into three categories. The first
group of instruments consisted of short-term liquidity support
to financial institutions. Aside from the reduction in the
overnight interest rates, this group also consists of programs
established to provide short-term liquidity. Term Auction
Facility (TAF) is an expanded version of open market
operations with an increased number of eligible collaterals, as
well as the institutions with whom the FED conducts
transactions. Term Securities Lending Facility (TSLF) gives
primary dealers the possibility of borrowing government
bonds with a pledge of lower-quality securities, while the
Primary Dealer Credit Facility (PDCF) was established with
the intention of increasing dealer’s liquidity. Asset Backed
Commercial Paper Money Market Mutual Fund Liquidity
Facility (AMLF) was introduced in September. With this
program ABCP were accepted as collaterals in order to
increase the liquidity of money market funds. The importance
of this program lies in the fact that securities that were not
traded on this market were accepted as collaterals. The
Commercial Paper Funding Facility (CPFF) program was
initiated in October, in which unsecured commercial paper
was accepted as collateral. The Money Market Investor
Funding Facility program was established in November in
order to improve the liquidity of money markets. This group
includes separate swap arrangements between the FED and 14
central banks. This program enabled central banks to borrow
dollars in exchange for national currency with the aim of
stabilizing the national currency and dollar as world currency.
The risk of non-repayment, unless with another currency
counter value, was reduced also by the fact that central banks
are directly responsible for repaying funds, rather than
institutions that borrowed the funds. According to these
characteristics, it is evident that this is an indirect credit
easing.
The second group of FED instruments includes direct credit
easing, and refers to the buying of commercial papers of
private investors. The program aims to help the private sector
in the process of refinancing under conditions where investors
feel that companies are not capable of carrying out the
obligations arising from securities (rollover risk) and nonliquid capital markets. In cooperation with the Ministry of
Finance, the FED would also accept the collateral securities
issued on the basis of student loans, loans granted to small and
medium businesses, loans for buying cars and credit card
transactions. Securities must be AAA-level and an additional
discount (haircut) is charged at their purchase.
Buying government bonds is the third group of instruments,
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and the direct quantitative easing category. This includes the
purchase of securities of GSE, such as the MBS's. Purchase of
toxic assets also means a reduction in the quality of the central
bank's balance sheet. The obvious intent of the FED is
purchasing these securities to increase their market price [7].
By reviewing the taken measures in chronological order,
they can be seen in four steps [8]. In the first period, which
lasted from June to December 2007, the FED reduced
overnight interest rates, but the size and composition of its
balance sheet was not significantly changed. GDP and
employment did not achieve a significant drop. In August of
that year, FED increases overnight lending to thirty days,
which becomes the first sign of tension in the financial system.
The second period began in December 2007and there was a
significant deterioration of macroeconomic indicators, while
the FED introduced the TAF and TSLF programs.
Despite introduced programs, economic indicators
continued to worsen in 2008and the culmination of the third
period was a problem of refinancing the investment bank Bear
Stearns, which was saved thanks to the FED's intervention and
toxic assets removal, after which the bank was sold to JP
Morgan Chase Bank. In the same month the FED introduced
PCDF and TSLF programs. In the first three periods, that
lasted until September 2008, the policy implemented by the
FED can be described as qualitative (credit) because it refers
to reformulation of the balance sheet – the FED had higher
quality securities, mostly government bonds, which through
various programs were replaced with lower-quality assets,
while the balance sheet increased by minor amount of about
3%. The fourth period began with the bankruptcy of Lehman
Brothers and the further deterioration of economic indicators.
The FED stopped the sterilization of purchased securities by
selling government bonds and at the same time started lending
to the same banks. After the collapse of Lehman Brothers, the
central bank did not have a sufficient number of government
bonds for sale, or lending to commercial banks. As a result of
this policy FED's balance sheet increased during the period of
September and December by more than 100%. During this
period, new programs, AMLF, CPFF, and MIFF, were
introduced.
Programs AMLF, CPFF, PDCF and TSLF and swap
arrangements with central banks were abolished in January
2010, and TAF in April the same year [10]. The FED’s
balance sheet increased by 177% in the observed period. On
the asset side the growth of the securities stands out as 181%.
Within this item, there is an evident reduction of assets
contained in Treasury bills by almost 100%, while the
categories of government bonds have increased to more than
100% and exceeded $1 trillion. These sizes are the result of
the Federal Reserve’s efforts to cut down the interest rates.
MBS comprises one of the most important balance sheet items
and their value, including the securities guaranteed by the
government, exceeds $1 trillion. The absence of repossession
with a regard to the insolvency of the financial system is
understandable. The categories of other loans and other assets
increased by 1600% and 200% respectively, but their
importance in absolute terms is little. Despite many programs
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that the FED started, it is evident that FED's balance sheet
reflects the results of a quantitative policy. Specifically, on
January 3rd 2007 and February 9th2011, 90% of the asset side
of the balance sheet is contained in the securities.
TABLE I
THE BALANCE SHEET OF THE FED BEFORE AND DURING THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF UNCONVENTIONAL MONETARY POLICY [9]
January
February Change
ASSETS (in millions of dollars)
2007
2011
(%)
Gold Stock
11041
11037
0
Special drawing rights certificate account
2200
5200
136
Securities
810771
2279028
181
Bills
277019
18423
-93
U.S: Treasury Bonds
533752
1150904
116
Federal agency debt securities
NA
144624
NA
Mortgage backed securities
NA
965077
NA
Repurchase Agreements
39750
0
-100
Other Loans
1262
22112
1652
Maiden Lane LLC
NA
26565
NA
Maiden Lane II LLC
NA
16038
NA
Maiden Lane III LLC
NA
23028
NA
Term Securities Lending Facility
NA
686
NA
Central banks liquidity swaps
NA
70
NA
Other Assets
39107
117990
202
TOTAL
904131
2501754
177
LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
January
February Change
(in millions of dollars)
2007
2011
(%)
Currency in Circulation
818497
947260
16
Reverse Repurchase Agreements
29742
56022
88
Deposits
19827
1427328
7099
Deposits with F. R. Banks,
13342
1189250
8814
other than reserve balances
US Treasury, General Account
6156
62516
916
US Treasury, Supplementary
NA
174967
NA
Financing Account
Foreign official
90
118
31
Other
239
477
100
Other liabilities and capital
36065
71144
97
TOTAL
904131
2501754
177
Note: Items marked with NA did not exist before the introduction of
unconventional monetary policy.

Liabilities show that the reverse repossessions have
increased by almost 90%, which is understandable due to
efforts to increase the liquidity of the system. The most
significant increase has been recorded in the item of deposits,
in fact specifically reserves, which have increased by 8814%,
and is also most important in absolute terms with an increase
from 13.3 billion to 1.1 trillion dollars. Supplementary
Financing Account in item deposits emphasizes the support
for the growth of the economy with $174 billion. Given the
growth of the balance sheet, recapitalization of the FED is not
surprising. These changes have illustrated the importance of
the items of liabilities and equity. While the most important
item before the crisis was the currency in circulation, with a
share of almost 90%, the emergence of the crisis and the
growth of reserves, made this category the most important one
by a margin of 48%, while currency in circulation makes up
38% of liabilities and capital.
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III. THEE MODELS OF SELECTIVE CREDIT POLICY
Y
INTRODUCTTION IN CROATTIA
When condu
ucting moneetary policy, CNB has adhered
a
m
task - thhe preservation
n of price staability strrictly to its main
sin
nce the beg
ginning of its
i work. Ex
xcept for sttopping
hy
yperinflation in the mid-nnineties, the central
c
bank has
h not
un
ndertaken any
y major operattions upon thee market; neitther has
ch
hanged the sttructure or composition of
o the balance sheet
sig
gnificantly. The
T deterioratiion of macroeeconomics ind
dicators
an
nd the declinee in the capittal market aft
fter 2007 enco
ourages
co
onsideration to more acctive particip
pation in economic
reecovery than in
i the period before the crrisis. The anallysis of
m
macroeconomic
c indicators in Croatia shows thee great
im
mportance of two factors w
when making decisions reg
garding
m
monetary
policy
y [11].
One trend is the increase in
i public debtt. The trend beegins in
th
he latter half of
o the ninetiess when the naational debt rises and
co
ontinues afteer the privaatization of banks along
g with
co
onsequential increased borrowing by business and
ho
ouseholds. In
I
2006the Governmen
nt, by estaablished
gu
uidelines, trieed to stop th
he increase in
n national deebt and
paartially succeeeded.
Another tren
nd is the eurroization of th
he financial system.
A
After
the hypeerinflation annd experiencees from the former
ecconomic systeem, the confiddence in the do
omestic curren
ncy has
faallen and the euro,
e
despite of stability off kuna (HRK)) which
haas lasted for more
m
than 15 years,
y
represeents the curren
ncy that
is most trusted concerning ciitizen’s saving
gs.

G
increase in Croatia, perio
od 1996-2010 [12]
Fig. 2 Real GDP

In the perio
od from 1996
6 to 2010 th
he share of foreign
urrency depossits in the total time and sav
vings depositss varied
cu
beetween 65 an
nd 87 percent while in 201
10 settled aro
ound 80
peercent. The currency
c
stru
ucture of gov
vernment deb
bt also
in
ndicates the do
omination of eeuro with alm
most 60 percen
nt of the
deebt in euro currrency. The addvent of the global
g
financiaal crisis
w followed by
was
b the stagnattion of GDP growth (Fig. 2), and
fin
nally, the emeergence of reccession with turmoil
t
in the capital
m
market.
The Government
G
h decided on restrictivee fiscal
has
po
olicy in order to avoid the further
f
growth
h of the nation
nal debt.
A
Assistance
prog
grams, that were subsequen
ntly introduceed, have
no
ot shown sattisfactory resu
ults and acco
ordingly therre were
so
ome debates about the role of ceentral bank in the
reevitalization of
o the econom
my. In that case,
c
selectivee credit
po
olicy or policy
y that would contain
c
its elem
ments is preseented as
a possible
p
instru
ument of the CNB.
C
Selective creedit policy in
n Croatia cou
uld be introdu
uced in
seeveral ways. Due
D to this, quantitative
q
an
nd qualitativee easing
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can
n be introducced and folloowing the FE
ED’s pattern, or the
dirrect effect on the interest raate level, in order
o
to facilittate the
fin
nancing of the selected secto
ors in econom
my.
dering the iintroduction of selective credit
When consid
poolicies, it is logical to ask iff introducing the quantitatiive and
quualitative easiing is justifieed because it
i would mean the
ch
hange in size and
a structure of CNB balaance sheet. “T
Table II
sho
ows assets of CNB on D
December 31sst 2010.” Fro
om this
tabble the main characteristics
c
s of the Croatiian financial system,
s
eu
uroization, is evident.
e
This results in thee entire assets of the
cen
ntral bank con
nsisting of inteernational reserves.
TA
ABLE II
ASSETS OF CNB ON DECEMBER 31ST 2010 [12]
A
ASSETS (in billioons of HRK)
31
3 Dec 2010
Foreign assets
78.729,1
L
Loans to central goovernment
0,0
L
Loans to banks
13,0
L
Loans to other sectors
3,8
T
TOTAL
78.745,9

(%)
99,98
0,00
0,02
0,00
100

duction
Selecting thiss option most likely would lead to introd
off a combinatio
on of the quuantitative and
d qualitative easing
ment of speciaal programs modeled
m
on th
hose of
wiith establishm
thee FED, but adjusted to the needs of
o a Croatian
n bank
doominated finan
ncial system. This program
m has two sign
nificant
doownsides, desccribed below.
• The increasse in liquidity in heavily afffected system
ms, such
as the USA
A system, was necessary, bu
ut the introducction of
the same sy
ystem of quanntitative and qualitative
q
easing in
Croatia losees its meaninng. In a bank--dominated fin
nancial
system such
h as the Croaatian one, the increase in liq
quidity
of financiaal system wouuld refer alm
most entirely to the
banking secctor which is not facing a shortage
s
of liq
quidity
but bulk off loans, typicaal during a reecession. It iss likely
that banks would have saved the in
ncrease in fu
unds in
w loans, whicch is a
liquidity, raather than in granting new
cause of sttagnation durring a period of uncertain
nty and
crisis.
n of the financial system iss another limiitation.
• Euroization
The quantity of changees of balance sheet compo
osition,
regarding th
he operations of quantitativ
ve and credit easing,
e
should be significant in oorder to achiev
ve noticeable effects
and should be carried outt while maintaaining price sttability
mary task off CNB. Since price stabiility is
as the prim
closely asssociated with exchange raate stability, due to
euroization of the systeem, it is neceessary to take their
relationship
p into account. Because of the
t circulation
n of the
HRK in thee system and tthe possible transactions beetween
CNB and other banks, thhe trade-off beetween the excchange
rate stability
y and efficienncy of applied policy is posssible.
Considering all the posssible risks and the effiiciency
oblem in thee case of Crroatian shallo
ow bank-centtralized
pro
fin
nancial system
m, which is not linked with the
t lack of liq
quidity,
thee pure form
ms of quanttitative and qualitative easing
tecchniques are unlikely
u
to be viable.
The second approach
a
refeers to the direct manipulattion of
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in
nterest rates, which
w
can alsoo be accomplisshed in severaal ways.
Th
he interest raate at which commercial
c
b
banks
grant lo
oans to
bu
usinesses is directly
d
affeccted by goveernment’s borrrowing
in
nterest rate, an
nd so this will indirectly affe
fect the availab
bility of
prrivate sector lending. CNB,, by using disscretionary meeasures,
caan also determ
mine the intereest rate level at
a which com
mmercial
baanks will lend
d to the goverrnment. In thaat way a bencchmark,
th
he interest ratee at which the government is
i borrowing, will be
in
ncreased by th
he risk premiu
um and the forrmed cumulatiive will
bee smaller.
i
rate is by
Another waay to manippulate the interest
deetermining thee interest rate at which bank
ks will grant loans
l
to
a particular seector, such as manufacturring or shipb
building
in
ndustries. Interrest rates form
med in a discrretionary way
y would
stiimulate their development of subjects in
n targeted ind
dustries.
Th
he effect upo
on economic agents can be
b observed in two
w
ways;
firstly the
t
reduction
n in costs of
o borrowing would
co
ontribute to the improveement of bu
usiness resultts; and
seecondly, becaause the dem
mand for ban
nk loans wo
ould be
in
ncreased as a result
r
of more favorable borrrowing termss.
To the abovee ways of acttion for revitaalizing the eco
onomy,
in
n fact its diffferent brancches, it is neecessary to include
sig
gnificant rissks. One off the largesst risks relaates to
ad
dministrative changes wh
here the baanks would simply
co
ompensate thee reduced com
mponent of in
nterest rate att which
th
he governmen
nt borrows, with an increasse in risk premiums.
A
Another
probleem of discretio
onary changin
ng of interest rates is
th
he classical diisadvantage of interest ratee ceiling. Low
w levels
off interest raates can be considered by banks to be
in
nsufficiently high
h
to lend to the privaate sector an
nd thus
co
onsideration is
i given to placing
p
fundss elsewhere. In the
ex
xtreme case in
n which intereest rate ceiling
g affects busin
ness and
ho
ouseholds, baanks considerr that the intterest rate do
oes not
reeflect the taken risk, which causes a redu
uction in the volume
v
off placed fund
ds as banks aw
wait for a possible changee of the
en
nvironment, for
fo example uuntil such time as the demand for
lo
oans increasess enough to affect an increease in interesst rates.
Su
uch possibilitty is shown in
i Fig. 3 and
d illustrates how
h
the
deetermination of
o the interest rates by direcction CC, well below
th
he equilibrium
m level of free market E, leaads to the exh
haustion
off available fun
nds and to thee appearance of
o a gap betw
ween the
po
oints M and N.
N In the scennario of reduceed lending by
y banks,
th
heoretically, a financial system
s
could transition to
o bank
prrivatization in
n which the goovernment is unable
u
to perfo
form the
fu
unction of market mecchanisms and
d household
ds and
bu
usinesses, in the absence of available funds, accep
pted the
hiigh cost of borrrowing by baanks that weree willing to pro
ovide it
beecause of the high
h
returns.
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Fig. 3 The interrest rate ceiling
g [13]

In addition to the aboove problem
ms associated
d with
disscretionary formation of intterest rates, th
here are those related
to the impact on the borrrowers. Lack of motivatio
on for
boorrowing funds to certain inndustries can be
b interpreted in two
waays. One is th
hat the rate att which bankss are willing to
t lend
fun
nds is too hig
gh and so busiinesses hardly
y achieve the desired
d
buusiness resultss with the higgh cost of borrrowing. The second
reaason is that th
he risk of nonn-repayment of
o loans is too
o high,
succh that banks are not willinng to credit bu
usinesses. Acccording
to the market mechanism
m
law
ws, such entitties will collaapse on
thee market and will be replacced by more efficient operrations,
or will make thee necessary chhanges to beccome more deesirable
boorrowers. The Croatian shippbuilding indu
ustry is an ex
xample,
whhich, despite large subsidiees from the government,
g
h not
has
ach
hieved satisfaactory businesss results. Loaans to this secctor are
thee result of ban
nk participatioon solely baseed upon goverrnment
guuarantees wherreby the bank
king sector saaw an opportu
unity to
maake a profit with little rissk. In this way,
w
the functtion of
mo
onitoring, one of the moost importantt elements beetween
baanks and borro
owers, or overrsight of entity
y's business to
o which
thee funds are borrowed withh an awarenesss of how its failure
meeans the inabillity to refund to the lender, is lost.
Assuming thee exceptional importance of
o certain secttors for
Crroatian econo
omy, where failure is not
n consider as an
accceptable outccome, it is neecessary to fin
nd another so
olution.
Onne possible solution is a pprogram undeer which the banks
woould approve loans to a sellected sector at
a lower intereest rate
thaat the markeet interest ratte and the difference
d
wou
uld be
sub
bsidized by the CNB or by a sp
pecially estab
blished
goovernment ageency. The effeect of such a program
p
is sho
own in
Fig
g. 4. In this way,
w the selecteed sector wou
uld receive fav
vorable
loaans, and bank
ks would charge the marrket interest rate at
whhich they wo
ould be motivvated to finan
nce borrowerrs. The
intterest rate thaat is higher thaan the one wh
hich is ordereed with
disscretionary meeasures by CN
NB and would
d motivate ban
nks for
thee further apprroval of loanss, while the relationship
r
beetween
thee borrower an
nd the lender w
would be the classic type without
w
goovernment guaarantees and w
would motivaate banks to conduct
mo
onitoring.
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formula which will give us the
au
uthors use a mathematical
m
an
nswer to questtion of how tto minimize the
t risk of inv
vesting
fun
nds (through granting of loans to seleected sectors of the
ecoonomy) and at
a the same tim
me maximize the
t return in order
o
to
mo
ore efficiently
y influence thee movement of
o the rate of growth
g
off gross domeestic product. The gross domestic prroduct,
he sum
acccording to thee productive m
method, is caalculated as th
off sales and investments in innventory and it
i is in the inteerest of
thee person in ch
harge of selecttive credit pollicy to find th
he most
efffective way to
t increase th
he amount of
o sales in orrder to
maaintain the gro
owth rate of G
GDP.
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Fig. 4 Schemattic overview off subsidizing thee interest rate, case
c
of
C
Croatia

Assuming th
he structural changes thatt would prov
vide an
ncentive to selected seector increase efficiency
y and
in
prrofitability, faavorable intereest rates would become a basis for
fu
urther develo
opment. Decision of CN
NB would provide
p
ap
pproval of sub
bsidized intereest rates, whilee the central bank,
b
or
th
he selected or created agenccy for that purrpose, would conduct
c
on
nly subsidizattion. One posssibility is thaat this role wo
ould be
un
ndertaken by HBOR (Croaatian Bank forr Reconstructiion and
Development) on the condittion of sufficient disposable funds
beeing availablee. The main concept
c
of thee presented model
m
is
co
onnecting and
d providing inncentives to banks
b
for len
nding to
seelected sector with minimall interference in market pro
ocesses.
Su
uccessful exam
mples in pracctice can be found
f
in goveernment
ag
gencies for fin
nancing agricuulture and app
proving studen
nt loans
in
n the USA whiich managed to
t interest the financial institutions
th
hat were in charge
c
of finnancing traditionally unattractive
seectors. Due to this characteeristic and the current needss of the
Crroatian econo
omy, this app
proach is mo
ore appropriaate than
qu
uantitative or qualitative easing.
o provide anaalysis of distrribution of seelective
Authors also
m
monetary
policcy loans amonng economic sectors in Cro
oatia in
orrder to minim
mize the risk of borrowing
g and maxim
mize the
reeturn in order to influence tthe GDP grow
wth. For the purpose
p
off this paper, authors
a
will analyze
a
two main
m
variabless which
arre as follows:
• The movem
ment of sales within
w
econom
mic sectors
• The movement of grosss value addeed within economic
sectors
Sales, accord
ding to the meethodology off Croatian Bu
ureau of
Sttatistic, includ
des accrued income from
m sales of prroducts,
go
oods and serrvices to thirrd parties, without
w
VAT, where
fin
nancial and ex
xtraordinary income
i
are ex
xcluded. Grosss value
ad
dded corresp
ponds to surrplus resultin
ng from op
perating
acctivities of th
he company after the ex
xpenses of sttaff are
deeducted. In other
o
words, the sales daata will be used
u
as
op
perating incom
me while operrating expenses will be callculated
deeducting gross value added
d from sales. Dividing tho
ose two
vaalues will giive us a measure
m
of prroductivity and
a
the
caalculations can
n be seen in thhe following table.
For the dev
velopment of effective seleective credit policy,
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TA
ABLE III
OVERVIEEW OF THE PRODU
UCTIVITY CALCU
ULATIONS [14]
EC
CONOMIC SECTORS
2008
8
2009
Minning and quarryin
ng
1,00000
0
1,19638
Maanufacturing
1,12334
4
1,11755
EL
LECTRICITY, GA
AS, STEAM
1,12638
8
1,16519
AN
ND AIR CONDIT
TIONING
Waater supply, wastee water managem
ment
andd remediation activities concerning
g
1,32473
3
1,32402
envvironment
CIV
VIL ENGINEER
RING
1,16065
5
1,16010
TR
RANSPORTATIO
ON AND STORA
AGE
1,22419
9
1,20624
Accommodation pro
oviders and food
1,21031
1
1,17316
servvice
INF
FORMATION AND
A
1,33573
3
1,32617
CO
OMMUNICATIO
ON
RE
EAL ESTATE
1,51326
6
1,62687
PR
ROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC
S
AN
ND
1,24751
1
1,25975
TE
ECHNICAL ACTIVITIES
AD
DMINISTRATIV
VE AND SUPPOR
RT
1,15612
2
1,14884
SERVICE ACTIVIT
TIES

2010
1,30590
1,11399
1,24766
1,25484
1,14450
1,20642
1,17258
1,36176
1,74461
1,24036
1,11166

The mathemaatical model uused in this paper
p
is taken
n from
thee Modern Porrtfolio Theory and it assumees investing in
n order
to maximize retturn with the lowest possib
ble risk. The general
g
pro
oblem is preseented using thhe following fo
ormulas:
… ,
Ω

∑

,
Ω

∑

1
… ,
1

… ,1

… ,

∑

,
Ω,

(1)

whhere:
µ - is the expectted return on tthe portfolio
R - is a vector of
o expected retturns
o portfolio weeights and ∑
1
w - is a vector of
Ω - is the covarriance matrix ffor the returnss on the assetss in the
poortfolio;
Ω - is the variance
v
of poortfolio return
– is the retturn of the porrtfolio
The efficient frontier is fouund by minim
mizing the following
exppression:
Ω

(2)

whhere:
q=
=≥0 ; q [0,∞] - is a "risk tollerance" facto
or, where 0 ressults in
thee portfolio with
w
minimal risk and resu
ults in the po
ortfolio
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infinitely far out on the frontier with both expected return and
risk unbounded.
After calculating all the necessary indicators and
intermediate steps, the only thing left is to place restrictions on
the minimum standard deviation in order to ensure minimal
risk of lending to certain sectors of the economy. Results,
which show the extent of investments in certain sectors, can be
seen in the following table.
According to this research, and given the assumption that
the Croatian National Bank is not ready to release into
circulation more than 1 billion € of its international reserves in
order keep national currency exchange rate stable, one could
easily determine how such a policy would reflect in economy
using the following formula:

Open Science Index, Economics and Management Engineering Vol:8, No:6, 2014 waset.org/Publication/9998424

1

1,221

(3)

where:
GDP – represents gross domestic product (275 bnHRK in
2010)
CER – currency exchange rate EUR/HRK (7.2857 for 2010)
TABLE IV
RESULTS OF CALCULATION
ECONOMIC SECTORS
Weights
Mining and quarrying
0,050%
Manufacturing
16,244%
ELECTRICITY, GAS, STEAM AND AIR
7,672%
CONDITIONING
Water supply, waste water management and
10,164%
remediation activities concerning environment
CIVIL ENGINEERING
9,908%
TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
10,598%
Accommodation providers and food service
11,453%
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
10,075%
REAL ESTATE
4,151%
PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND
9,361%
TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES
ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT
10,323%
SERVICE ACTIVITIES
TOTAL
100%
RETURN ON INVESTMENT
22,091748%
STANDARD DEVIATION
0,00000314942360%

interpretations. While one view highlights the poor results of
the recovery of the financial sector, the second underlines the
role of FED policy in preventing even deeper crisis than the
actual. Specifics of the potential use of selective credit policies
as an instigator of economic growth in Croatia preclude the
use of classical forms of quantitative and qualitative easing.
Options such as specifying the rate at which Croatia borrows
in discretionary way and subsidizing the interest rate for loans
to certain sectors of the economy are possible, but require the
alignment of monetary and fiscal policy. Understanding the
effects of selective credit policy and practical examples are the
bases for performing several important observations.
Selective credit policy is, regardless of its form, a rough
instrument of monetary policy. In its opposites, it requires a
large increase in the balance sheet, or significant changes in its
composition in order to realize effects on the economy, while
mostly practiced are a combination of the two forms. Such
operations necessarily take place for an extended period in
which the central bank, along with higher costs, takes over the
role of market mechanisms and thus further contributes to the
distortion of financial markets. Due to the inability to use the
discount interest rate, which is usually close to or equal to
zero, fine adjustments are difficult.
Authors conducted analysis in order to optimize the
distribution of selective monetary policy loans among
economic sectors in Croatia.
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